With the Maureen Data Systems Data Staging Platform, organizations can deploy a Microsoft Sustainability Manager aligned data capture platform capable of aggregating and structuring scope 1, 2 or 3 activity and reference data ensuring its readiness for ingestion into the Microsoft Sustainability Manager solution.

With the Maureen Data Systems Data Staging Platform, you get an architecture that enables your sustainability or ESG resources to focus on making business decisions and less on building out a complex business intelligence solution.

Over the course of five weeks, Maureen Data Systems will implement a Microsoft Sustainability Manager data staging platform that will help you capture, curate, analyze and visualize your sustainability data.

Using Microsoft Intelligent Data services and solutions – Maureen Data Systems will empower your organizations resources to advance your sustainability journey while providing a platform that will provide deeper insights, different dimensions and a more comprehensive view of your carbon footprint.

Make your data more useful, automate your data capture and generate more impactful reports with the Maureen Data Systems Data Staging Platform and Microsoft Sustainability Manager!

Accelerate your sustainability journey with Maureen Data Systems’ Data Staging Platform, today!